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For more information and to take a virtual 
walk-through, visit www.heartlandrvs.com

ROTA-FLEX PIN BOX - A smoother ride is on the way. 
The Rota-Flex 5th wheel pin box is designed to endure 
the ruggedness of the roads by reducing chucking.

SAFE T RAIL AND SOLID STEPS - Provides 54˝ of 
continuous rail surface and extends 42.5” from the RV wall. 
Comes with magnetic lock to securely hold during travel.

VAULT XL AND COLOR CODED WIRING - A single 
location for 12V wiring and power reset breakers. 
Exclusive to Heartland, The Vault provides central 
housing for 12V wiring connections. It allows owners to 
disconnect 12V power going from your battery to the RV, 
keeping your battery in the same charge state as when 
you cut power.

SOLAR PREP - Every unit comes solar prepped, meaning 
you can add solar panels, batteries and an inverter to 
every floorplan.

2˝ THICK AZDEL ONBOARD COMPOSITE WALLS - Using 
patented high-end materials to create a strong, lightweight, 
quiet, weather and temperature resistant and environmentally 
friendly wall that will increase the life of the RV.

LIGHTS, SUBWOOFERS, ACTION - Theatre seating, 
Smart LED 50” TV,  JBL Sound System, USB charging 
stations throughout.

RESIDENTIAL FREE STANDING OVEN WITH 
WARMING DRAWER - Elevate your kitchen with the 
epitome of cooking convenience and versatility — our 
Residential Free Standing Oven with Warming Drawer. 
Crafted for culinary enthusiasts, this appliance marries 
form and function to redefine your cooking experience.

ON-DEMAND HOT WATER HEATER - Provides 
unlimited hot water on demand. Get your desired 
temperature and steady flow, just like home, with the RV 
hot water heater’s intelligent control system.

SPA-LIKE SHOWER EXPERIENCE - Designer One Piece 
Shower Surround, Upgraded Shower Panel featuring 
Multi Head Function and On-Demand Hot Water 
heater’s intelligent control system.
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LENGTH   38´4 1/2˝  |  HEIGHT   13´4˝  |  HITCH   2,225 LBS
DRY   10,845 LBS  |  GVWR   15,000 LBS  |  SLEEP CAPACITY   3 - 4

321FL
LENGTH   37´10˝  |  HEIGHT   13´4˝  |  HITCH - 2,405 LBS

DRY   11,800 LBS  |  GVWR   15,000 LBS  |  SLEEP CAPACITY  3 - 4

333MB

LENGTH   44´2˝  |  HEIGHT   13´3˝  |  HITCH   2,675 LBS
DRY   12,520 LBS  |  GVWR   15,500 LBS  |  SLEEP CAPACITY   7 - 8

LENGTH   42´11˝  |  HEIGHT   13´6˝  |  HITCH   2,528 LBS
DRY   12,511 LBS  |  GVWR   15,000 LBS  |  SLEEP CAPACITY   7 - 8

370FLMB 377MB

LENGTH   43´3˝  |  HEIGHT   13´3˝  |  HITCH   2,233 LBS
DRY   12,456 LBS  |  GVWR   15,000 LBS  |  SLEEP CAPACITY   7 - 8

386BH
LENGTH   43´4 3/4˝  |  HEIGHT   13´3˝  |  HITCH   3,175 LBS

DRY   12,865 LBS  |  GVWR   15,000 LBS  |  SLEEP CAPACITY   7 - 8

380DSL
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Your authorized Heartland dealer:
Product information is as accurate as possible as of the date of publication. Due to Heartland’s Product information is as accurate as possible as of the date of publication. Due to Heartland’s 
commitment to continuous product improvement, floor plans, materials, components, features, commitment to continuous product improvement, floor plans, materials, components, features, 
measurements, specifications, options, etc. are subject to change at any time without notice or measurements, specifications, options, etc. are subject to change at any time without notice or 
obligation. In certain conditions, some additional equipment may be needed. Photos may show obligation. In certain conditions, some additional equipment may be needed. Photos may show 
optional equipment or props used for photography purposes only. Heartland has listed the optional equipment or props used for photography purposes only. Heartland has listed the 
approximate base weight of the trailer without the optional equipment included. Optional equipment approximate base weight of the trailer without the optional equipment included. Optional equipment 
will impact the weight of the trailer. Please locate the weight sticker attached to the trailer you will impact the weight of the trailer. Please locate the weight sticker attached to the trailer you 
are considering for the most accurate trailer weight. Tow Vehicle Caution: Owners of Heartland are considering for the most accurate trailer weight. Tow Vehicle Caution: Owners of Heartland 
recreational vehicles are solely responsible for the selection and proper use of tow vehicles. recreational vehicles are solely responsible for the selection and proper use of tow vehicles. 
All customers should consult with the motor vehicle manufacturer or their dealer concerning All customers should consult with the motor vehicle manufacturer or their dealer concerning 
the purchase and use of suitable tow vehicles for Heartland products. Heartland disclaims any the purchase and use of suitable tow vehicles for Heartland products. Heartland disclaims any 
liability or damages suffered as a result of the selection, operation, use, or misuse of a tow vehicle. liability or damages suffered as a result of the selection, operation, use, or misuse of a tow vehicle. 
Heartland’s limited warranty does not cover damage to the recreational vehicle or the tow vehicle Heartland’s limited warranty does not cover damage to the recreational vehicle or the tow vehicle 
as a result of the selection of the tow vehicle Overall length for a Fifth Wheels is defined as the body as a result of the selection of the tow vehicle Overall length for a Fifth Wheels is defined as the body 
length of the trailer excluding hitch meaning bumper to the cap. The overall length for a Travel Trailer length of the trailer excluding hitch meaning bumper to the cap. The overall length for a Travel Trailer 
is defined as the body length of the trailer including hitch, meaning bumper to hitch/pin) It does is defined as the body length of the trailer including hitch, meaning bumper to hitch/pin) It does 
not include the rear ladder of the spare tire. Optional pin boxes will affect overall length. REV 11/23not include the rear ladder of the spare tire. Optional pin boxes will affect overall length. REV 11/23

Our new mobile app, allows Heartland owners 
to store their RV information, monitor warranty 
statuses, and access how-to videos and 
camping checklists on the go.

MYHEARTLANDRV
M A N A G E  Y O U R  R V

Available for download today.

Our Commitment to You:  Travel should be about unforgettable experiences and cherished memories. At the heart of 
our promise to you lies comfort, quality, reliability and exceptional service. This means we focus on the details so you can 
concentrate on enjoying the journey of a lifetime.

Putting Customers First:  Our dedication to outstanding customer service is more than a tradition, it’s our driving force. 
Recently, we’ve enhanced our customer service capabilities with a new facility, advanced technology and increased staff 
training. This ensures that for every need, from service to parts and warranties, a team member is ready to assist.

Enhancing Facilities for Superior Craftsmanship:  We continuously evolve, not just in our product offerings, but also 
in our facilities. By providing our team with the best resources, we ensure that they have everything needed to craft the 
highest quality RVs.

Building Product with the Customer in Mind:  Our commitment to quality is the focus for every RV we build. With superior 
craftsmanship, thoughtful design and a rigorous internal process, we ensure that each RV is not just a product, but a 
beacon of our dedication, built with the customer at the forefront. 

Premier Warranties:  Our warranties set the bar in the luxury RV industry with a 1 year limited warranty covering defects 
+ 3 Year limited structural warranty, reinforcing our commitment to long-term quality.

Valuing Our Community:  The Heartland Owners’ Group is more than just a customer base, it’s a family. Their loyalty and 
enthusiasm do more for our brand than any advertising ever could. We cherish this community and treat every Heartland 
owner as a valued member of our extended family.


